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In an increasingly complex business environment, 
growth is neither linear nor instantaneous - it is 
incremental. Your investment in digital marketing 
strategies comes with no guarantees of brand success. 

This is where experimentation comes in. It maximizes 
the chances of your business capitalizing on influential 
marketing campaigns. 

A strong and scalable culture of experimentation, 
where every strategic initiative is first tested, is not 
built overnight. However, A/B testing need not 
necessarily be complicated. If you have your website 
analytics in place and have adopted the right 
experimentation platform, you’re on the right track, 
and growth is within reach. 

In this ebook, we share examples of 10 hyper-growth 
companies that used experimentation to understand 
their users better and subsequently, scored more 
conversions.
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Busting the myth: 
Experimentation slows 
growth
Fast/Hyper-Growth companies tend to view 
experimentation as an impediment to success. This is 
because it requires the ability to take short-term 
risks, an investment in infrastructure and processes 
for testing, and a focus on long-term gains.

The result? Companies unwilling to go down this 
route find themselves unprepared for a market 
downturn. 

A/B testing or experimentation, in general, is viewed 
as a time-consuming process. It's true, one single test 
can take anywhere between 10 to 60 days, and 
sometimes even longer, depending on the website 
traffic and complexity of the test. In effect, you may 
have to wait for weeks to understand what works! 

But if you're not testing your ideas, you're moving 
fast by acting on data-less assumptions in the hope 
to score a conversion quickly. This will lead to over-
relying on the HiPPO and moving to a scenario where 
nobody in the team has a clue about what worked or 
what didn't! Consequently, the lack of purpose 
snowballs into demotivation at the team level.

By relying too much on assumptions, you're leaving 
yourself vulnerable. There's a higher probability that 

The roadblock to 
experimentation is the 
organization’s mindset 
Although the benefits of experimentation are clear to 
many, the challenge lies in creating a safe space 
within the organization where the mindset is - “I don’t 
know if this change will work, so I will invest in 
running an experiment to find out” - instead of - “I 
want to aim for perfection the first time around and I 
am not allowed to fail”. This requires building a 
culture that encourages taking risks, focuses on 
learning instead of failure, and values data. The long-term cost of not 

running tests is far bigger 
than you would think.

An organization that 
operates in a risk-averse 
environment has little to 
no use for data.

your competitors will overtake your business growth 
quicker than you imagine. Having no clear 
understanding of your buyer, you always find 
yourself short-handed. And, given the position you 
serve in your organization, you risk losing the team's 
confidence. 

The key here is to make the trade-off between long-
term gains and short-term investments. For instance, 
Google ran 600,000 experiments in 2020 that 
resulted in 4500 improvements to its search 
algorithm. While it is true that not every company can 
be Google, Booking.com, or Netflix, it is equally true 
that no company can make strides in its growth 
journey without experimentation. 

Decision-making, here, is based on opinions, 
predictability, past experience, and standardization, 
which can be highly limiting. 

So the obstacles in building an experimentation 
culture have less to do with lack of technology or not 
having the right budget and more to do with the 
beliefs and attitude of the leadership in an 
organization. 

Experimentation can prove less daunting and boost 
growth when you invest in the right tools and put a 
process around it. 

As a marketing leader, you want your team to 
execute the marketing strategy that will match your 
business' growth expectations. Providing them with 
the right process and tool will make your team's 
experience smooth ensuring they are not caught up 
in operational issues.

To make your experimentation journey easier, we’ve 
put together testing examples for you that are sure 
to inspire some quick-win ideas. Conversion rate 
optimization is a marathon, and not a sprint, but 
there are low-hanging fruits along the road that you 
can grab as you prepare for larger overhauls.  

The important thing is to get started. Once you get up 
and running with a few experiments, you will have 
real data to present to your management. You will 
then be in a better position to gain approval for 
bigger, complex tests. 

Make experimentation non-
tedious 
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Add a sticky CTA at the bottom of the 
screen to help mobile users easily 
compare product features.

Intuit is a global technology platform that helps its customers overcome crucial 
financial hurdles. One of its products, TurboTax, helps customers file taxes smartly. 

Problem
Intuit identified a friction point on their TurboTax product pages where 
visitors had to scroll up and down to compare product features. This was a 
frustrating experience especially for mobile users who form a good chunk 
of their website traffic. The visitors could also not easily understand the 
value of each SKU packaging.

Adding a sticky navigation menu at the bottom of the screen with a ‘Compare’ CTA 
will increase the overall authorization rate per traffic because visitors will compare 
products’ value across features and have greater confidence in selecting the 
suitable SKU from among these options.

Hypothesis

Involve your [experiment] stakeholders during 
the design process itself.
Rhys Mohun, Principal eCommerce & Experiments Manager

Listen directly from the owners of the test here.
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 CONTROL

Free

Standard

Premier

Self- Employed

For simple tax returns

For families, students and individual returns

For investments and rental properties

For filing personal and self-employed taxes

$0 FOR EVERYONE

$19.99 PER RETURN

MOST POPULAR

NEW NEW

$39.99 PER RETURN

$59.99 PER RETURN

I’ll do my 
taxes

I’d like expert 
help

I’ll have an 
expert to my 
taxes for me

Conversion Rate

120%

VARIATION

NEW NEW

I’ll do my 
taxes

I’d like expert 
help

I’ll have an 
expert to my 
taxes for me

3 ways to do your taxes

Free
For simple tax returns

$0 FOR EVERYONE

Standard
For families, students and individual returns

$19.99 PER RETURN

MOST POPULAR

Premier
For investments and rental properties

$39.99 PER RETURN

Self- Employed
For filing personal and self-employed taxes

$59.99 PER RETURNCompare
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Add payment options on your cart page 
to move customers ahead in their 
buying journey.

Dell Technologies Inc. is an American multinational technology company that 
provides essential infrastructure for organizations to build their digital future, 
transform IT, and protect their most important asset, information.

Problem
The visitor movement from the cart page to the payment page saw a significant 
drop-off. User feedback suggested that customers wanted to know about the 
available payment options before making a purchase. This vital information was 
missing on the cart pages.

If the payment options were displayed only on the payment page, the chances of 
customers returning from that step would be slim. Overall, adding payment options 
to the cart page would increase cart conversions.

Hypothesis

Aim to test if the idea is effective, not to prove 
that the idea is effective.
Narayan Keshavan, Head - Digital Analytics (Design Analytics)

Listen directly from the owners of the test here.
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 CONTROL

VARIATION

This simple addition of payment 
options on the cart page led to a 
multi-million dollar uplift in the US 
region alone. This change was later 
replicated globally.
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Choose your primary CTA based on 
conversions, not clicks.

ShipBob provides fulfillment services to small and medium-sized eCommerce 
businesses across the US, Canada, & Europe.

Problem
ShipBob had two CTAs on their pricing page.

Get Started - To allow new account creations
Request a Quote - To talk to sales and request demo/pricing

While the 'Get Started' link was above the fold on the pricing page, the other call-to-
action, 'Request a Quote,' was placed in the no-man's area on the same page. 
Although only ~11% of visitors clicked on the latter CTA, the conversion rate from 
this segment was close to 70%! The primary CTA, 'Get Started,' was relatively 
underperforming.

Replacing 'Get Started' with 'Request a quote' as the primary CTA on the page will 
improve conversions (quote requests).

Hypothesis

Don’t take criticism of the hypothesis [from the 
leaders] personally.
Christopher Nolan, Head of Growth

Watch Christopher's webinar with more examples here.
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 CONTROL

Quote Requests

104%

Conversions

31%

VARIATION
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Improve user engagement with a Q&A 
accordion.

Encyclopedia Britannica has been at the forefront of the information revolution for 
nearly 250 years. In 1994, they launched Britannica Online, the first comprehensive 
resource to debut on the internet.

Problem
Encyclopedia Britannica's success lies in the rate of content consumption. 
They initiated a series of surveys to understand their users better and 
provide ways to answer users' questions faster.
They identified that users had a lot of identical questions when 
researching a topic. They had to type different queries and jump several 
pages to get to the information they were searching for.

Introducing a Q&A accordion on the page with more details around the page's 
primary topic will improve user engagement. Britannica wanted to check if: 

Users even opened the accordions to view the answers
If they clicked the in-line links to get to other articles

Hypothesis

Users are constantly evolving. To keep up, we 
must continuously test, learn, and implement.
Elizabeth Romanski, Consumer Marketing & Analytics Manager

Watch the full story here.
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 CONTROL

Content Engagement

20%

VARIATION
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Vertical navigation menus over 
horizontal ones.

The Portland Trail Blazers are an American professional basketball team based in 
Portland, Oregon. They compete in the NBA as members of the league's Western 
Conference Northwest Division.

Problem
After analyzing the Trail Blazers' website and the navigation menu, the Sq1 
team, a VWO partner agency, concluded that multiple usability issues 
impeded online ticket sales.

Horizontal menu experience on website and mobile
Semi-transparent menu background

The navigation menu was the team's primary focus, as it was present across the 
website page and hence, had a broad reach.

Redesigning the navigation menu to address the identified issues will reduce visitor 
confusion and send more traffic to the individual tickets pages, increasing the 
average revenue per visitor.

Hypothesis

We feel that the new vertical menu layout 
performed better because it honed visitors’ focus 
more toward the Individual Tickets option.
Kaena Miler, AVP, Sq1 (on behalf of Portland Trail Blazers)

You can read the entire success story here.
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 CONTROL

Revenue

62.9%

VARIATION
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Gain user trust by adding more 
information through FAQs and 
testimonials.

PayPanther (now PracticePanther) is a leading solution in legal practice 
management software. Founded in 2012, the company has grown at 
unprecedented rates and now serves tens of thousands of customers in 170 
countries.

Problem
The pricing and signup page on their website provided very little information 
as the team believed a lengthy page will distract the visitors. As a 
consequence, the rate of product signups did not match the business 
expectations and was significantly low.

Adding more details on the page including FAQs, customer testimonials, and 
another call-to-action at the bottom of the page should address the problem 
leading to increased signups. This change will increase the credibility of the 
solution and gain visitor trust, thereby encouraging them to sign up for the 
product.

Hypothesis
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 CONTROL

Signups

372.62%

VARIATION

You can read the entire success story here.
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Run a multivariate test to ascertain 
the right combination of form title 
and CTA to increase form submissions.

Provident Hotels & Resorts began as a residential condominium 
management organization and quickly evolved into a pioneer of the 
Condominium Hotel Industry.

Problem
Provident, the company, noticed that the number of room searches did 
not match their expectations. They identified that the form title and CTA 
used in the search form were not grabbing visitor attention and hence, 
received fewer clicks.

Testing different combinations of the form title and CTA button through a 
multivariate test will ascertain one combination that drives most visitors to click on 
the CTA and check for rates and availability of rooms. The original form title and 
CTA were 'Make a reservation' and 'Check availability', respectively.

A total of 12 combinations were tested.

Hypothesis
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 CONTROL

VARIATION

Click-Through Rate

9.1%
You can read the entire success story here.
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Assist visitors with popular search 
suggestions so that they land on their 
desired pages quickly.

Dorado Fashion, founded in 2017, is an online fashion and accessories store 
based out of the US. It sells custom necklaces, bracelets, earrings, anklets, 
and more.

Problem
The team at Dorado Fashion ran heatmaps on the homepage and noticed 
that 30% of the visitors clicked on the search icon, but only 1% searched 
for the products. This behavior was because the search results were 
inaccurate, and the visitors were getting distracted by the background.

By directing visitors’ focus only on the search bar and helping them with popular 
search suggestions, visitors would land on the desired landing pages, increasing 
overall business conversions. 

Hypothesis
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 CONTROL

VARIATION

Conversion Rate

26.55%

You can read the entire success story here.
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Add clear CTA buttons allowing users to 
navigate and find information easily.

Established in 1962 in Merano, Italy, Flos is recognized as a world-leading 
manufacturer of innovative lighting solutions. Flos USA is a subsidiary of Flos, selling 
to consumers in the US and Canada. 

Problem
Flos was facing a challenge with a significant visitor drop-off between the 
product listing and product details pages. The VWO services team assisted 
them in identifying opportunities of reducing the drop-offs and 
subsequently increasing the revenue.

Adding a CTA button to the product tiles on the listing page will increase relevance 
for the user and lead to more visits to the product page and purchases.

Hypothesis

The team is exceptional in their knowledge 
and works like an extension of our team doing 
what the job takes without you having to 
worry about anything.
Daniel Kamen, eCommerce Director
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 CONTROL

Revenue

86%
Orders

47%

VARIATION

You can read the entire success story here.
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Simplify buying experience by 
eliminating page scrolls.

Ubisoft is a French video game publisher headquartered in Paris, France. It 
publishes games for several acclaimed video game franchises, including 
Assassin's Creed, Just Dance, Far Cry, For Honor, and more.

Problem
The key performance indicator for Ubisoft is the number of leads 
generated and subsequent conversions that happen on the Buy Now 
page. The following points of friction were observed:

Users first had to select a game from a list of five

They then had to scroll down and choose the platform

The final step was the 'Place Your Order' button that took them to 
the checkout page on the Ubisoft store.

A redesign of the page that eliminates the scroll behavior and makes 
buying experience simpler can improve lead generation.

Hypothesis

We ran a series of A/B tests based on the data we gathered 
by using Heatmaps, Scrollmaps and Surveys available on 
the VWO Platform. It helped us to identify key elements on 
our websites that needed a deeper look.
Jenny Hughes, Director, Web Production
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 CONTROL

Lead generation

32%
VARIATION

You can read the entire success story here.
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Experimentation isn’t straightforward, but if consistent 
growth is your aim, you cannot afford to escape it. 
Spending time on ideation, setting up tests, investing in 
infrastructure, getting variations designed and coded, 
and interpreting results can be overwhelming - 
especially when combined with the cost of most 
experiments being inconclusive. There isn’t a playbook 
that can prevent failures, but you can surely take 
inspiration from the examples in this eBook and make 
a dent in the mindset of your organization.  

Remember, an increased conversion rate is only the 
most direct benefit of experimentation. A full 
commitment to experimentation transforms the entire 
organizational culture to focus on long-term business 
growth. It determines how every marketing activity 
impacts the KPIs that matter and gives you the 
opportunity to test, learn, reiterate, and refine. If you’re 
a growth manager, your job is to enable your team to 
do this at scale and with agility. 
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Take the next step.
VWO is an experimentation platform used by thousands of fast-growing companies across the globe to conduct A/B tests on their 

websites, apps, and products. Launch A/B tests using the world's most efficient visual editor. Create variations at scale by modifying 
anything on the page, including dynamic elements, and use our AI-enabled Smart-Suggestions feature to seamlessly generate copy 

suggestions. The VWO Asynchronous SmartCode and geo-distributed servers ensure zero impact on your website load time.

Get a complimentary consultation of the entire platform tailored to your business needs to fasttrack your way to increased 
conversion rates.

US: +1 844-822-8378 (Toll free)   |   International: +1 415-349-0105

Explore the platform with a 30-day free trial.

Or

REQUEST CONSULTATION

Revenue

6%
Form Submissions

34%
Purchases

90%
Purchases

34%

Click-through Rate

208%
Bounce Rate

43%
Social Shares

3,600%
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Upgrade. Inspire.
Learn how hyper-growth companies across the world deliver on customer expectations.

Read 

SUCCESS STORIES

Success stories of how brands 
across industries have been using 
VWO to increase sales and 
conversions.

Explore

FREE TOOLS

A quick set of tools to kick-start 
your optimization journey.

Read

IN-DEPTH GUIDES

Learn in-depth about the key 
concepts of A/B Testing, 
Conversion Rate Optimization, and 
Website Experience Optimization.

MASTERS OF CONVERSION

Get inspired by the masters from 
the world’s top and most admired 
brands.

Watch 

Stay updated on the latest happenings in CRO:

Copyright 2021 Wingify. VWO is a product by Wingify Software Pvt. Ltd., India. This publication may not be reproduced or distributed in any form without VWO's prior written permission. It consists of the content (case 
studies, blogs,  and webinars) published on the VWO website. While the information contained in this publication has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, VWO disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy, 
completeness, or adequacy of such information.  VWO's Usage Policy governs your access and use of this publication.
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